
                                                                           
 
 

The Camp News- Northallerton Centenary Camp 
 

Pitching Camp 

 
l 

 
ews reaches mN e of rivalry in the 

Brownsea sub camp. Our reporter 
there tells us that it was a complete
rush and a lot of hullabaloo to get al
the tents set up. The slowest was the 
elder Scouts whilst the quickest were 
the Cubs! Go Cubs I say. 
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o here we are on the first night of the camp to celebrate our centenary. A wonderful 
 

nd the Cubs, 

 the District 
ust had to 

 this office about the goings on from undercover or under 

eather for the weekend: 
                                                                                 

 

 
 
S
weekend of fun, frolics and sheep! It is hard to believe that Scouting started 100 years
ago almost by accident. Is it true that Steve Buxton was around then? 
 

ell everyone arrived and has hopefully settled in to their sub camps aW
Scouts and Explorers are starting to enjoy this wonderful camp. One happy camper 
when questioned about the arrival said, “We all arrived to see just a huge pitch of 
brown (why does he get everywhere?), grey, white and black. 
 

he camp was declared well and truly open by Big Boy BuxtonT
Commissioner. This of course was only after Steven “Big Brownie” Brown j
play with the PA system. 
 

 few reports are reachingA
tent reporters: 
  
 Stupid Sheep
 

 

covered that Shaun the Sheep and his 

n 

 
t has been disI

army of wools are planning a full-scale invasion of 
Brownsea sub camp. Mashie has been quoted as 
saying “ Those sheep are mad, if they dare it’s mutto
for lunch”. “Watch out Harvey you are prime target” 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
W
There will be some!                                                
 

ell done to Oliver from Great W
Smeaton for being the first to 
Need some first aid. 
 

 

Shake Rattle and Roll 

king the toilets (whilst 
 

ho ever keeps on shaW
your on it) watch out cos we’re coming to get 
YOU! You will need to go sometime. It’s bad 
enough having to share with the boys. Girls 
doing the biz, cos we rule! 
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	Weather for the weekend: 



